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ABSTRACT

Although the sculptures of Material Entropy are not directly anthropomorphic, the
corporeality of the materials is accentuated in rendering the entropic state of our ephemeral
bodies. We often avoid thoughts concerning the anatomical systems that function beneath
our skin as they reveal our mortality to be tangible. Clay is initially manipulated as a soft
material, but once fired it gains permanence and loses the ongoing malleability of soft
sculpture. Latex and fibers have been utilized in conjunction with ceramic in order to reveal
the tension between dichotomies such as hard versus soft or internal versus external. The
use of pantyhose as a sculptural material subverts their intended utility as objects designed
for the purpose of concealing and containing the body. Soft sculpture challenges the
stability and structure typically associated with sculpture due to its elasticity and innate
amorphousness. The vulnerability of this formlessness reflects the fragility of our bodies
and serves as an interplay between levels of material impermanence.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

Material Entropy references my manipulation of materials in order to accentuate
their inherently corporeal qualities of vulnerability and resilience. Ceramic sculptures work
in conjunction with soft materials to render the fragility of our entropic bodies, confronting
myself and viewers with our own mortality. Through afflicted surfaces and fragmented
forms, these works seek to evoke the human. The slumping effects of gravity on soft
materials represent the physical and psychological weight of existing within an ephemeral
body while the stability of fired clay expresses our ability to endure. Stagnation results in
festering and decay, while accepting the immediacy of the present moment perpetuates
meaning and growth.
Abjection is the sense of unease or even repulsion that we feel when reminded that
all bodies are in a constant state of deterioration that eventually leads to death. In Powers
of Horror, Julia Kristeva describes abjection as “what disturbs identity, system, order.
What does not respect borders, positions, rules. The in-between, the ambiguous, the
composite. (Kristeva 1982)” Through the lens of abjection, these sculptures reveal the
tension between dichotomies such as hard versus soft or internal versus external while also
serving as an interplay among fluctuating levels of permanence and impermanence.
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CHAPTER TWO
CORPOREALITY OF MATERIALS

Clay
The ceramic works within Material Entropy contain direct evidence of action
performed by my body. Clay effortlessly becomes a tangible record of physical process
due to its plasticity, which captures moments beyond our bodily transience. Howard Risatti
states in A Theory of Craft that “the craft object's manifestation as a physical form is
directly in and through the hand of the maker; it is through technique that the hand actually
informs the craft object. (Risatti 2007)” This description of intuitive interaction with clay
resonates strongly with my ceramic processes. The curvaceous vessels seen in Yellowing,
Submersion, Delamination, and Blush emerged from the repetitive process of coiling, while
instinctively guiding the direction of the clay into undulating forms. Although each of these
objects were formed with specific bodily nuances in mind, they maintain ambiguity due to
their scale, fragmentation, and surfaces.
Clay is often referred to as having a memory, meaning that any action taken during
the process may be apparent in the result. Surface disparities between each ceramic
sculpture reveal the nuances of marks left by tool and by hand. These disparities are both
concealed and accentuated by the encasement and encrustation of glazes. Just as human
skin creates a barrier between the internal and external body, glaze defines the boundary
between materials.
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The coiled ceramic forms are surfaced with a variety of glazes ranging from smooth
and satiny to rough and erratic. In works such as Yellowing and Submersion, areas of
supple, smooth glazes transition into heavily textured areas that resemble scabbing and
charring. Cryolite is a volatile glaze material that naturally portrays the qualities of aging
skin. Delamination displays this ability as the glaze surface shrivels, cracks, and attempts
to repel itself away from the porcelain clay body. Luscious, visceral glaze surfaces on the
exterior of Blush, contrast with the internal unglazed terracotta coils and finger imprints,
left intentionally visible through the large openings and lower orientation of display.

Soft Sculpture
Although clay is initially manipulated as a soft material, it loses the ongoing
malleability indicative of soft sculpture once fired. In the 1967 essay The Poetics of
Softness, Max Kozloff asserts that soft sculpture “mimes a kind of surrender to the natural
condition which pulls bodies down . . . regardless of how abstract is a soft sculpture, it will
unavoidably evoke the human. (Kozloff 1970)” Softness subverts the typical static quality
associated with rigid sculpture due to its dynamic elasticity. The vulnerability of this
amorphousness reflects the fragile impermanence of our delicate bodies. Latex,
cheesecloth, pantyhose, and fibers are the materials used to create soft sculptures within
this body of work.
Hand-sewn structures filled with polyester fiberfill act as supports for ceramic
sculptures in Yellowing and Submersion, while pantyhose constrict and bind the forms of
Orifice, Bound, Heel, and Vertebral. The latex and fiber based wall hangings, Entropic
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Entropy I, Entropic Entropy II, and Void, are suspended a few inches from the wall to
achieve a greater sense of shadow, dimension, and pendulousness. Umbilical lies directly
on the floor with some of its stuffed pantyhose rings splayed apart and some supporting
the weight of one another. All that holds the rings together is a length of meandering yarn,
stitched loosely between each section. Gravity plays a large role within the visual function
of these works as their weight causes the bulging and sagging that we associate with the
aging process of our bodies.

Latex
Analogous to the gradual disintegration of our bodies, latex is an ephemeral, nonarchival material as it darkens, fragments, and disintegrates over time. Additionally, the
stratification of latex between layers of cheesecloth creates a compound that is reminiscent
of human flesh. The latex incorporated into Material Entropy is heavily influenced by the
work of Eva Hesse, which has been described by Briony Fer as “constantly thwarting a
ready iconography of the body in favor of effects that palpably ground it in an irreducible
and extreme materiality. (Fer 2002)” The titles Entropic Entropy I and Entropic Entropy
II pay homage to Hesse’s 1969 latex work, Expanded Expansion.
Similar to the intention of her work, I utilize the directly oppositional qualities of
my materials to represent the absurdity of life. Absurdity in this context is defined by
paradoxical dichotomies existing within the same idea, space, or form. It is the breaking of
boundaries between two things that should not co-exist and this breakage is the basis for
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abjection. We are alive yet aware that we must die, which is analogous to paradoxes such
as the softness of a sculpture or the sagging of geometrical forms.
Eva Hesse, Louise Bourgeois, and Lynda Benglis prized latex for "its unique ability
to perform as ambiguous skin and provoke bodily sensations, such as the inclination to
recoil or touch (Khan 2019)”, as written by Anastasia Khan in Fleshy Specificity. While
Hesse’s work retains the serial quality of minimalism, Entropic Entropy I & II have been
separated, and their surfaces interrupted by the encasement of dried beans between layers
of cheesecloth and latex. The highest point of each work is slumped between two grommets
and nails, the cheesecloth weighed down by the layers of latex and density of beans. The
ordered weave of cheesecloth creates a grid pattern which is subverted by the rough, nonlinear edges of the wall hanging. Latex is typically intended for mold-making and
antecedent processes rather than displayed as completed work, whereas my work preserves
this process and material as an important component of the final result.

Pantyhose
Senga Nengudi employs pantyhose as her primary material to describe the elasticity
of the human body in her performative installation work titled R.S.V.P., which “presents
us with an abstract exploration of a body reduced to parts and limbs, fragmented, stretched
and dispersed, weighed down—figurations of flesh under duress (Bradley 2015)”, as
observed by Rizvana Bradley in the essay Transferred Flesh. In relation to this idea, my
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use of pantyhose as a sculptural material subverts their intended utility of concealing and
containing the body, emphasizing the relationship between conformity and abjection.
Heel and Bound are early experimental works that were instrumental in refining the
concepts of Material Entropy. These two works are also some of the first to incorporate
pantyhose as a sculptural material. Umbilical employs the inherently tubular structure of
pantyhose to create its overall form while the wall-hung ceramic object of Bound is
restricted and confined by the stretched fabric. The glazes on both works utilize cryolite in
oppositional ways to showcase the range and control of the material. Heel displays the
more volatile, blistering qualities of cryolite while the glaze on Bound displays a much
thinner and more controlled application. The combination of latex soaked into pantyhose
creates a membrane that is impermeable to liquids but thin and flexible enough to be easily
punctured by force, as seen in Orifice and Vertebral.

Fibers
Void is the only work utilizing the wet-felting process to create a fibrous wall
hanging in conjunction with its trim of latex. This trim covering the excess cheesecloth
creates a thin, fleshy film of webbing. The majority of the fibers are undyed sheep and
alpaca wools while narrow strands of pink and lavender dyed silk slither through the
contrasting texture. Fiber wet-felted over cheesecloth creates a fabric that is thick and
durable yet still flexible and subject to gravity, giving it a floppy, warped quality when not
hung tautly. This warping was the intent of my decision to hang this work loosely and
insecure, away from the wall on two long nails.
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Although fiber and textile processes are referenced in my use of cheesecloth,
Umbilical is the only other work to directly incorporate animal fibers in its use of handspun
yarn. The heavily stitched yarn creates the bulky line resembling an umbilical cord while
also serving as a means to hold the pantyhose loops together. The fibers used to spin this
yarn were collected from alpacas that were originally white but had stained their fur by
wallowing in red clay. This incidentally caused the yarn to match the color of the pantyhose
while also inspiring me to dye the cheesecloth of Submersion with terracotta.

Process
The processes and arrangement of this work take on a performative quality as they
record a complex series of actions taken by my body. As stated by Anne Wagner in her
essay, What Women Do, or the Poetics of Sculpture, “the physical labor of making
sculpture is distinctly active, even performative . . . Yet the outcome of that labor, the object
itself, demonstrates that connection more directly than any one image can convey. (Wagner
2016)” The creation of my work is often chaotic and intuitive but the arrangement of each
individual work takes a series of meticulous micro-actions to create relationships between
weight, gravity, form, and structure.
There are six works on the wall, three on pedestals, and three directly on the floor.
The intention of hanging works on the wall is for the effects of gravity on soft material and
giving dimension to flatter works. Pedestals primarily serve to orient the viewer with their
line of vision facing directly into the openings of Delamination, Blush, and Orifice. Two
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of the floor-bound works, Yellowing and Submersion, are intended to display the
relationship between hard and soft forms while Umbilical lies alone as a soft sculpture.
I have manipulated the orientation of Umbilical far more often than any of the other
works. Gravity creates a powerful effect on the combination of pantyhose elasticity and the
surprisingly dense weight of polyester fiberfill. If hung on the wall, the pantyhose struggle
to support the weight of the polyester fiberfill without ripping and the yarn struggles to
hold onto the pantyhose without unraveling. When draped over a chair, the loops cascade
downward and dangle gently by the yarn. When laid on the floor, the loops fall onto one
another, some supported, some fallen, while the thick length of yarn attempts to hold them
all together.
Entropic Entropy I, Entropic Entropy II, and Void were all created on a large
concrete workspace which allowed me to place the lengths of cheesecloth and pour the
latex directly onto the floor. I coated the cheesecloth thoroughly in latex, placing dried
beans between the layers in order to create the blistered texture. After allowing the porous
concrete to absorb the moisture, the works were peeled directly off the floor and dusted
with a coat of cornstarch to remove the stickiness. This intentional removal of stickiness is
reminiscent of our compulsive need to conceal and contain our bodily fluids as their
exposure reveals the abject horror of the internal becoming externalized. The permeation
of this barrier is viewed as an indicator of deteriorating and dysfunctional systems.
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CHAPTER THREE
ENTROPY OF BODIES

Systems
All systems, including our bodies, are in a constant state of entropy, leaning towards
disorder. The trajectory of my work has lead me to realize that cycles of growth and decay
have always been central to my concerns. The evolution of this concept started with decay
of nature, leading to decay of industry, then finally decay of the body. These systems are
all analogous to each other visually and functionally. Conduits and tubes are the universal
vehicles for life, from the veins in a tree leaf to the appendages and vessels of our bodies.
Heel and Orifice have an inherently industrial quality due to the fact that they were
extruded. As its title suggests, Heel contains the entirety of my footprint which is similar
to the intentionally exposed finger imprints of the coiled forms. The footprint has been
emphasized with glaze and the majority of the tubes are concealed within the pantyhose
membrane with the exception of being cut open to reveal the imprint. This also implies an
interruption of function, as the tubes’ ability to transport from one opening to the other is
compromised. These two works also display a similar peeling of layers on the clay surface,
left as evidence of my force against the groggy clay emerging through the extruder. These
layers are partially concealed by pantyhose in Heel, while Orifice accentuates them with
the application of white underglaze against terracotta. Orifice is a pile of fragmented and
stacked clay extrusions that also represent the entropy and dysfunctionality of systems.
Once again failing in the ability to function as tubes that carry something from one end to
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another, these extrusions are broken, full of fissures and holes, and capped off by the
membrane of latex soaked pantyhose.

Surfaces
The surfaces of these works represent afflictions of the skin such as wrinkling,
blistering, and scarring. Wrinkles are achieved in the glaze surfaces that include the volatile
material of cryolite as well as the folds between the latex and beans of Entropic Entropy I
& II. Cryolite often causes blistering of the glaze surfaces which mirrors the textured
surfaces of the latex wall hangings.
The color of the cheesecloth soft form in Submersion was attained by soaking the
cheesecloth in water tinted with small amounts of terracotta, a process similar to the latex
soaked cheesecloth in many of the other works. In her essay, Stain: On Cloth, Stigma, and
Shame, Jenni Sorkin states that stains “function as both remainder and reminder of what
has come to pass: both evidence and memory. Within the brevity of occurrence, stain taints
now with then. A stain, thus, denotes the passage of time. (Sorkin 2000)” The staining and
soaking of cheesecloth in clay and latex preserve the actions of my process as evidence and
memory. Reminiscent of stains on cloth, the afflicted surfaces of these works represent
changes to our bodies’ skin as evidence of trauma and markers of resilience.
Clumps of polyester fiberfill are encased within the translucent membrane of
pantyhose and sewn together to construct Umbilical. Thick, hand-spun yarn is stitched with
a large-gauge needle, causing the pantyhose to run and expose their fluffy innards. All of
these details resemble inevitable displacements of skin such as stretch marks, belly buttons,
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and sutures. Although society stigmatizes scars as imperfections, they are indicative of the
resilience and elasticity of the human body. Stretched skin, navels, and nipples are results
of reproduction and growth but are often shamed into censorship. Ultimately, scars that
carry the weight of trauma or violence can be markers of endurance and healing. While the
color palette of these works by no means covers the range of human skin tones, I question
whether I have the right to represent types of bodies that I do not myself inhabit. Therefore,
the tones and forms of this work reflect my own identity; white and female.

Forms
When looking at Delamination in profile, you can notice the specific curvature of
the lines that create this form. These represent elevations and folds of the body such as lips,
armpits, vulvas, or clavicles. Even the underside of this work retains the curvature, leaning
over to rest on its small protrusions rather than a flat bottom. This work is the only use of
porcelain and also on the smallest scale which gives the uncanny sense of the object being
either a tiny, deformed figure, or the fragment of a whole.
Polyester fiberfill is used to inflate the volume of the soft sculptures in Material
Entropy, while the sculpted volume of the ceramic vessels remain intact due to the firing
process of clay. Yellowing is comprised of a ceramic sculpture supported by hand-sewn
pillows soaked in latex. The ceramic form mimics the curvaceous fluidity of the body while
the concavity of the pillows accentuates the weight of the slumping, supported form. This
work may be one of the most figurative and least fragmented of the group as you can
decipher an abstracted head, shoulders, and torso, amputated by the flat bottom resting atop
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the pillows. The yellowing of the pillows implies the passage of time or leakage of bodily
fluids. Similarly, the inflated appearance of the ceramic form in Submersion is reminiscent
of bodily process such as expansion of the lungs or bloating of the stomach, while the large
opening may suggest female anatomy.
An exhibition curated in early 2021 at Acquavella Gallery, titled Eva
Hesse/Hannah Wilke: Erotic Abstraction, showcases the female corporeality of these two
artists’ 60s and 70s sculpture. Their work showcases a variety of vulvar forms in materials
ranging from latex and industrial hardware to dryer lint and kneaded erasers. In reference
to a Hesse sculpture made primarily of hardware washers, Anne Wagner writes,
“The erotic dimension of Hesse’s washer works is no secret. In her hands, these
prosaic mediating circlets, whose function is to lock out leakage, become unlikely
protagonists in dramas of surface and depth. . . the later works figure the body as
an unseen system, distilling and dissecting operations otherwise well hidden from
view. . . Where there are washers, there is plumbing, and with pluming comes
valves and openings, fluids and flows. (Wagner 2020)”
The vulvar forms of Submersion, Void, and Vertebral all suggest a similar female
corporeality and utilize similar pink and red tones reminiscent of tissue and blood.
Submersion lies directly on the floor, utilizing the softness of cheesecloth and polyester
fiberfill to support the hard material of fired clay. It takes on a submissive position as its
large gaping orifice is elevated and exposed while its smaller protrusions become engulfed
by the soft sculpture. The glaze transitions from a smooth, supple surface, to scabbing, to
charring as is reaches closer to the orifice.
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CHAPTER FOUR
ABJECTION OF MORTALITY

Boundaries
The boundary between the internal and external body is a predominant theme in the
philosophy of Julia Kristeva as well as the visual and conceptual content of these sculptural
works. The penetration of sex, consumption of food, perforation of wounds, and infection
of illnesses are all breaches of boundaries between internality and externality. The majority
of these barriers manifest as openings or conduits of the body such as vulvas, mouths,
pores, or vessels.
Harmony Hammond’s feminist fabric sculptures of the 1970s have also been
influential to my thoughts about internality and externality in relationship to the human
body. Her 1978 work, Hug, currently on display at the Whitney Museum of American Art
as part of the exhibition Making Knowing: Craft in Art 1950-2019, utilizes a wooden frame
as a skeletal form wrapped in soft fabric and encased within a skin of acrylic paint.
Hammond also references female anatomy, stating in Lesbian Art in America that “Their
associations with female body parts and orifices […] conveyed the interior female body –
the muscle, tissue, membrane. (Hammond 2000)”
Delamination, Blush, Orifice, and Void all portray similar openings and conduits.
The large, front-facing opening of Delamination reveals the internal coiling and finger
indentations while mirroring the smaller, similarly shaped opening on the opposite side.
Latex soaked pantyhose with holes are utilized in Orifice as a simultaneously permeable
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but dividing barrier, separating exposure from containment. The two ceramic sculptures
that comprise the work Blush, work in tandem to create relationships between negative
spaces. There is tension between the forms, which is mirrored by the large centralized
openings, and a smaller hole that offers a view of the internal coils and imperfect glaze
application. The felted fibers of Void dimple in a manner that is similar to finger imprints
on clay, wrinkling of glaze, and retraction of latex. The fibers are mostly neutral tones with
a hint of pink that leads the eye into the center abyss, referencing the external versus
internal without relying on the use of three dimensional form.

Containment
Entropic Entropy I & II attempt to conceal and contain the dried beans between
their layers of cheesecloth and latex. Entropic Entropy I, created first, contains pinto beans
and a lighter, gentler application of latex. This allowed for pockets to form between the
membranes of cheesecloth and latex, in which several beans are capable of moving around
in a single pocket. Entropic Entropy II, made second, is larger and contains black beans
instead of pinto, creating a stronger contrast. It restrains each individual bean tightly to its
cloth due to the thick application and stippling action when applying the latex. Both works
fail to entirely contain the beans, as a few can be seen escaping between two layers of
cheesecloth, yet they are still trapped within the sticky latex.
Vertebral consists of four total layers; clay, glaze, pantyhose, and latex. Each layer
attempts to contain the space inside the form while simultaneously being engulfed by yet
another layer. Ultimately, the layers fail to contain the space, as there is a stratified opening
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permeating throughout the volume. The forms are vulvar but oriented and arranged on the
wall in a vertical line, resembling a spinal column. The latex tubing falls between the two
and was meticulously arranged to complement the vulvar forms while also ending in a
tangled mess of excess on the floor, embodying flesh and cord, much like the work
Umbilical. The dichotomy of depicting something soft while being oriented as something
hard emphasizes the relationships between the visceral and skeletal. These relationships
evoke thoughts of our bodies as entropic systems, leading us to contemplate our mortality.

Mortality
Kristeva states that a human corpse is “the utmost of abjection”, simply describing
it as “death infecting life. (Kristeva 1982)” Humans have an instinctively abject response
to thoughts or images of death, yet the fact that we are mortal provides the incentive to
recognize the value and potential of the present. In her essay, The Fragmented Body as an
Index of Abjection, Rina Arya states that we “cannot accept the materiality of the body in
its limits and mortality” due to the fact that “the organic body cannot be trusted to remain
intact and whole and is instead prone to secretion, excretion, breakdown, decay and
ultimately death. (Arya 2016)” These secretions and other indicators of decay are depicted
throughout the materials and arrangement of Material Entropy. In response to this abjection
of mortality, these works can also be viewed through the lens of existentialism and
absurdity, leading to a revolt against meaninglessness.
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CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUSION

Existentialism directly confronts the ramifications that arise from our awareness
that mortality is unavoidable. From this perspective, absurdity is the exclusively human
need to seek the inherent meaning of life when there is none to be found. This concept
leads to the realization that entropy, disorder, and chaos are inevitable. In her book, AfterAffects/After-Images, Griselda Pollock suggests that the sculptures of post-war Polish artist
Alina Szapocznikow “exhibit their own deformation as a testimony to the ontological
misery of human corporality and an acute sense of mutability and mortality. (Pollock
2013)”
This idea of “ontological misery” resonates closely with my own work and feelings
of existential dread, yet ultimately leads to liberation in defining my own meaning and
realizing the fleeting potentiality of life. The works in Material Entropy reference death
and decay, but retain a delicate vulnerability that ultimately suggests the resilience of their
existence. Just as humans endure their suffering, these structures and forms continue
existing despite their violence, fragmentation, and trauma.
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FIGURES

Figure 1: Yellowing, 2021, Terracotta, glaze, hand-sewn pillows soaked in latex,
26”x20”x18”

Figure 1a: Detail of Yellowing
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Figure 2: Submersion, 2021, Terracotta, glaze, clay-stained cheesecloth, polyester
fiberfill, 36”x24”x20”

Figure 2a: Detail of Submersion
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Figure 3: Umbilical, 2020, Pantyhose, polyester fiberfill, handspun yarn, (size variable)

Figure 3a: Detail of Umbilical
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Figure 4: Delamination, 2021, Porcelain, glaze, 14”x10”x6”
Figure 4a: Alternate angle of Delamination
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Figure 5: Blush, 2021, Terracotta, glaze, 12”x20”x20”

Figure 5a: Detail of Blush
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Figure 6: Orifice, 2020, Terracotta, underglaze, pantyhose, latex, 24”x12”x10”
Figure 6a: Detail of Orifice
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Figure 7: Entropic Entropy I, 2021, Cheesecloth, latex, beans, 5’x1.5’
Figure 7a: Alternate angle of Entropic Entropy I
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Figure 8: Entropic Entropy II, 2021, Cheesecloth, latex, beans, 5’x2.5’
Figure 8a: Detail of Entropic Entropy II
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Figure 9: Void, 2021, Wet-felted fibers, cheesecloth, latex, 2.5’x1.5’
Figure 9a: Detail of Void
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Figure 10: Bound, 2020, Terracotta, glaze, pantyhose, grog, 30”x12”x1”
Figure 10a: Detail of Bound
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Figure 11: Heel, 2020, Stoneware, underglaze, glaze, pantyhose, 20”x12”x2”
Figure 11a: Detail of Heel
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Figure 12: Vertebral, 2021, Terracotta, glaze, pantyhose, latex, 72”x6”x2”
Figure 12a: Detail of Vertebral
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APPENDIX A
Clay Recipes

Clemson Terracotta – Cone 04
Red Art........................53.22%
Gold Art......................18.07%
Sand..............................9.64%
Fire Clay.......................9.04%
Talc...............................9.04%
Grog to Taste
Volkous Stoneware – Cone 6 - 9
TN Ball Clay....................22.5%
Fire Clay..........................22.5%
Gold Art...........................22.5%
Custer Feldspar...................10%
Bentonite..............................1%
Fine Grog...........................13%
Medium Grog.......................9%
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APPENDIX B
Glaze Recipes

Hirsch Satin Matte Rose – Cone 04
Silica..........................................35%
Gerstley Borate..........................32%
Whiting......................................17%
Lithium Carbonate......................9%
EP Kaolin....................................4%
Neph Sye.....................................4%
Bentonite.....................................2%
Mason Stain 6004 Crimson........ 5%
Woody’s Transparent Rose – Cone 04
Ferro Frit 3124..............................30%
Gerstley Borate.............................26%
Neph Sye.......................................20%
Silica..............................................10%
EP Kaolin........................................5%
Glomax............................................5%
Lithium Carbonate...........................4%
Mason Stain 6004 Crimson.............7%
Graphite Metallic – Cone 04 - 5
Custer Feldspar..............26.16%
Ferro Frit 3124...............17.44%
Whiting............................8.72%
Bentonite..........................5.81%
Red Iron Oxide..............20.35%
Black Iron Oxide...........11.63%
Cobalt Carbonate.............6.98%
Manganese Dioxide.........2.91%
Watershed Pink – Cone 04
Ferro Frit 3124........78.95%
TN Ball Clay...........15.79%
Zircopax....................5.26%
Tin Oxide.......................5%
Rutile.............................4%
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Cryolite-Based Glazes – Cone 04
Red Art.................................80%
Cryolite.................................20%
Rutile/Black Iron Oxide.........2%
EP Kaolin.............................50%
Cryolite................................50%
Rutile.....................................2%
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